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Some thoughts

…what is one person’s benefit can be a trade-off for 

others..

… so which benefits are we talking about?

…there is often a gap between theoretical and real benefits

…there are scale depending benefits

…what is the price we pay for these benefits?

…how to deal with future benefits (opportunity costs)?

…how much do we want to share considering history, attitudes, 

interest, perceptions?



Benefits and trade offs

Benefit

• low-polluting and low-
cost energy source

• Flood control

• Irrigation

• Recreation

• Water and energy storage

Trade offs/costs

• modify entire river 
landscapes 

• lead to a loss of habitats 
and species 

• interrupt river corridors 

• hamper sediment 
transport

• …



Pre-planing

• Start with a demand study and than look at different 
options to serve this demand (pre assessment)



CBA

• Very early  integrated study of CB of Hydropower plan including all the 
NEXUS aspects (masterplan with public participation)
– economic benefits as you avoid unexpected pitfalls
– Allows to internalize external costs
– Gives an idea of conflict level
– Better acceptance/conflict prevention
– Create transparency
– Create more secure environment for investors/risk reduction for the 

builder
– Allows to search/provide alternatives
– Better quality of results due to public participation
– Looking at the NEXUS makes HYPO economic viable
– Scenarios allow to identify different benefits 
– Increased security to get a license
– Multiple benefits make investments more resiliant



CBA

• Economic benefits from e-flows (Norway)



Governance 

• Look into the process of Art 4.7 � provide support by EU-MS/ICPDR/EU

• Overcome the old approaches to look at issues
• Adopt clear procedures for the pre-planing part
• Provide clear guidlines to help planners and investors to provide the 

information
• Missing strategic coordination on the top level
• Poltical intervention in other areas overrides governance structures
• Economy in transition creates in-security
• Mindset is not existing that water has different values
• Agree on a set of guidlines as binding so each country follows the same 

approches 
• The RE-APs should be done together with the water sector
• Energy sector has a regional gov. structure and strategy, the water 

setor is based on river basins in a scattered system
• There is no mechanism to share benefits between up- and downstream 

countries in terms of money and respect the interest of local comunities



What tools to share?

• Voluntary Agreements

• Legal frameworks

• Compensation payments

• (Central) planning

• ….



Questions for discussion

• Which benefits (economic, social and environmental) at national 
and transboundary levels could be gained by better taking into 
account the Water and Energy Nexus? Which are the main 
knowledge gaps that need to be filled to identify benefits?

• Which benefit identification and benefit sharing mechanisms and 
tools are considered as most promising for being applied in 
Southeastern Europe?

• Are there any governance structures in place in the Southeastern 
European countries or at transboundary/regional level for 
identifying and sharing benefits? Who is or should be 
responsible? What governance structures at national and 
transboundary levels would be necessary?


